
Introduction

SMP is part of Aqua Global’s modular e²gen suite 

of products designed to solve the challenges that 

institutions face enabling  seamless, end to end 

automation.

SMP allows an institution to automatically create the 

appropriate outward settlement messages which 

are correctly formatted.

Functionality

SMP will translate the payment deal information 

from the back office system using e²gen’s data 

definitions layer. This configurable layer allows 

for the cross-referencing and translation of data 

between the back office and the e2gen process 

that produces settlement messages. Settlement 

details can be augmented from Standard Settlement 

Instructions (SSI’s) that have been specified manually 

within the product or automatically downloaded 

from the new SWIFTRef directories.

The settlement messages can be formatted for 

compliance with Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) 

systems such as EBA or TARGET2.

Future dated messages are still created, viewed 

and augmented (if required) but held in a ‘forward’ 

queue until they come to value and are then 

automatically transmitted. This ensures that the 

absolute capture and checking of settlement 

messages is fulfilled as each trade is performed.

For many institutions the production of payment and treasury settlement messages is 
either completely manual or prone to error.

The use of e²gen’s automated Settlement Message Production (SMP) module 
enables fully formatted confirmation and payment messages to be produced for 
the appropriate service such as SWIFT, SEPA, local clearing or faster payments. These 
messages are formatted either as the new trades, amendments or cancellations when 
updated in the Back Office System.
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Messages supported by the interface include:

Payments

-   credits to accounts

-   external payments

-   debits for internal transfers

-   advices via SWIFT or e-mailed PDFs

Treasury

-   loans and deposits (fixed term, call)

-   FX Swaps, FX Spots, FX Forward

-   Future Rate Agreements (FRA)

-   Interest Rate Swaps (IRS)

Other settlement message types are produced 

through simple configuration and e2gen holds all of 

these messages in its message archive for as long as 

your institution requires. This makes searching for 

information, regardless of its age, a fast and efficient 

process.

e²gen offers you the ability to create additional 

value across your financial organisation empowering 

you to achieve your ultimate banking solution. 

SWIFTRefSupport

The SWIFTRef directories from SWIFT offers a bank

a  single source of reference data enabling a flawless

payments process and clean message production. 

Loading this data into e2gen allows the validation of 

BICs, IBANs, national bank codes and SEPA routing

information

Sanctions Monitor

Prior to sending any external messages, the validity 

of the information can be checked against e²gen’s 

‘Sanctions database’ that is primed from sources 

such as OFAC, Dow Jones, WorldCheck and Accuity. 

This provides surety that an institution can adopt 

all of the latest compliance checks for the minimal 

amount of manual effort.

Benefits

SMP gives complete visibility to the entire message 

production process and provides institutions with an 

intuitive and robust product that enables treasury 

operations to: 

-   reduce manual effort 

-   reduce risk 

-   reduce processing costs

-   improve audit

-   improve compliance

-   improve accuracy

-   provide faster resolution of issues

-   handle increasing volumes

Exceptions Management

As institutions benefit from increased rates of STP, 

the ability to monitor and be proactively alerted to 

any exceptions becomes crucial.

e²gen’s work management framework ensures staff 

manage and repair these exceptions efficiently and 

with full audit.

Building on a foundation of over 30 years global 

experience in financial messaging, Aqua Global’s 

e²gen modular suite simplifies operational 

procedures and allows rapid deployment of new 

message architecture. 

e²gen - optimising resources and reducing costs.
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If you would like to arrange an obligation free consultation or for further information please contact Aqua Global on  
+44 (0)20 8544 3200 or e-mail sales@aqua-global-solutions.com
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